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GLAMORGAN WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB 
 
 Programme of Meetings  2006/7 

 
To be held in the Village Hall   Bonvilston   near 
Cowbridge    Opposite the shop on the A48 

 
At 7-30 until 9-30pm on the Second Wednesday of each month 

 
13th Sep 2006                       Paul Bowden – Birds of Southern Europe 
 
11th Oct                    Joyce & Terry Hoy – Wildlife Safari in Tanzania 

 
8th Nov                    Richard Smith – Wildlife Encounters in Hungary 
 
13th Dec                Graham Duff – The Greek Island of Lesvos in May 
 
10th Jan 2007                             Peter Rees – Coral Reefs of the World 
 
14th Feb                           Linda & Rob Nottage – Exploring Aberthaw 
 
14th Mar         Paul Denning –Natural History of the Picos de Europa 
 
11th Apr    Richard Marks & Roy Williams–Woodland Management 
                                                                                            at Coed-y-Bwl 
 
9th May          Margaret & John Samuel – Birds of Western Australia 
 

                                        Everyone Most Welcome 
 
Members  £1      Non Members  £2                   Free  Coffee & Biscuits 
 
       Contacts -  Paul Bowden     029-2081-3044      Bowden@cf.ac.uk 

                          Graham Duff    029-2023-2622 
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 PRESIDENTIAL AMBLINGS-SEPTEMBER 2006 
 
 

I find myself writing my last contribution as President and this 
causes me to reflect on my last two years ‘in office’. The 
society continues to be reasonably financially sound and we 
have maintained our membership numbers. We continue to be 
asked to contribute to environmental matters in our area 
despite most of us being interested amateurs and we are 
grateful to those people with more expert knowledge such as 
Linda Nottage who continues to represent CNS on a number of 
occasions. 
I also welcome the opportunity to thank council members for 
their support during my presidency especially Secretary Mike 
Dean, plus a big thank you to all members who attend and 
support the meetings. I shall be returning to only one job on 
council as Field Meetings Secretary and I hope that the 
forthcoming Field Meetings Programme will tempt members 
out to enjoy a range of aspects of the natural world. I will 
continue to endeavour to arrange suitable weather for our 
outdoor meetings! 
Due to rising costs and difficulty in guaranteeing sufficient 
numbers, I have arranged only one coach trip this coming year 
run in conjunction with Cardiff RSPB Local Group but I hope 
that ‘car sharing’ can be arranged especially for the trips 
further afield. 
My best wishes go to Roger Milton for his term as CNS 
president. 
 

Patricia Wood. 
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ERIC RENSHAW 
 
It is with deep regret that we have to announce that Eric Renshaw, the 
Treasurer of the Society, for about thirty years, passed away suddenly in 
July. Eric, who was one of the longest-serving members, made a large 
contribution to the Society, and, in particular, was the motivator in 
achieving Charitable Status for the Society while treasurer. 
Eric was born in Mottram-in Londendale, Cheshire, on the edge of the 
Pennines, but, after carrying out National Service, moved to Cardiff 
where he met his wife, Corinne. He took articles with an accountancy 
firm and after working for several employers, settled happily into aca-
demic work in the old CAT which later became UWIST and then part of 
the University, After retiring, he continued to use his expertise in many 
organizations, including the local church, and CNS where his contribu-
tion will be missed. 
 
Eric had an unquenchable thirst for knowledge and had wide-ranging in-
terests, but in particular, he was interested in wildlife and geology and 
was passionately concerned about the environmental damage being done 
to the planet. 
 
Our thoughts are with Corinne and his family in their time of loss. 
 
 
 
 
Corinne, Tanya and Shelly would like to thank the members of the CNS 
very much for their lovely cards, letters and kindness in many ways. 
Eric always enjoyed the meetings and field trip with the Naturalists, and 
actually liked Council Meetings and A.G.M.s and especially being Treas-
urer. He was so pleased to think that he could be of use. It is wonderful to  
know that he was regarded with such appreciation and affection. 
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   After enjoying the local hospitality 
including  glasses of wine at a mere 1 
euro we met up for ‘more’ drinks with 
Giovanni ,  his  co-author and 
photographer Angela Rossini, another 
Orchid author Rémy Souche from 
France, who had just published a superb 
reference book entitled Les Orchidees 

sauvages de France plus the President of the Italian Orchid Society. On 
admiring a 3 foot plus poster illustrating the orchids of the Isle of Elba 
which the latter had given to Angela, he suddenly disappeared into a 
nearby hotel and produced another one which he presented to us. Luckily 
it survived the homeward journey, thanks to skills that would be a credit 
to Blue Peter involving corrugated cardboard and selotape. We counted 
ourselves extremely lucky to be included in such eminent, friendly, 
expert company.  
 
   We left the sunny Gargano the following day, heading further south, to 
more orchids, olive groves, poppies and rain!  We were overwhelmed by 
the number of orchids we had managed to find in the Gargano, the 
natural beauty of the area and all the additional species that we had 
managed to locate without being bound to a tour operator’s itinerary or 
costs.  We will return! 
 
Phill Blanning and Linda Morris 

Due to the passing away of Eric Renshaw the post of 
Treasurer is now vacant. The Society is looking for a 
nomination or a volunteer to take on this very impor-
tant post on Council. A financial background would be 
an asset but it is by no means essential. 
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over but with one or two respectable flowers to photograph plus an 
unknown Broomrape (Orobanche sp). 

 
   After stretching our legs to beachcomb for shells we arrived in Vieste, 
stopping just long enough to sample the local ice-cream and walk around 

the old town. We had got used to 
the flower covered, hillsides and 
terraces of hidden Italy and quickly 
escaped the Sunday crowds and 
kamikaze bikers to come back 
inland across the peninsula, skirting 
the Forest Umbra. The first stop 
here gave us Cyclamen repandum 
idyllically lit by shafts of sunlight, 
plus more Ophrys sp. Further on we 
stopped again hoping to find 

Narcissus poeticus. Instead we 
found a family of pigs including piglets snuffling through the woods, to 
the call of Cuckoos and Hoopoes.   
 
    Flowers sprinkled through the leaf litter included Viola graeca in 
shades of blue, cream and yellow, blue Anemone appenina and a Star of 
Bethlehem (Ornithogalum sp.) The following day we returned to a 
different area of the forest, the Bosco Quarto. Stopping at a picnic site we 
immediately found masses of the aforementioned Narcissus 
intermingling with the prolific white Dactylorhiza romana whilst being 
serenaded by a Nightingale. As we were the only people curious enough 
to stop and explore the woods we were fortunate to have them to 
ourselves.  Apart from the birds the only other noise was from the huge 
bells belonging to a herd of cows meandering through the woods and 
across the road.  
 
   A bonus of our visit was that it coincided with a local Primavera 
(spring) Festival during which Giovanni led two public Orchid walks. It 
also included an evening farmer’s market with sampling of local cheeses, 
wine and Olive Oil etc followed on the second night by an outdoor hot 
food and wine festival with music, hosted by local hotels to which we 
were guided by night lights located along the pavement.  

Adriatic coastline 
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Field Meetings September 2006 to January 2007 
 
Sunday September 10th. Newport Wetlands. 
Start time 10.30am. Packed lunch. 
 
 We will start at the reserve carpark at Nash for a walk around 
the reedbeds and coast before going over to the scrape areas at 
Goldcliff. Again local voluntary warden Shelia Dupe will be 
our guide.  To reach the reserve leave the M4 at junction 24 
and take the A445 towards Llanwern. Follow signs to Pye 
Corner and Nash at the roundabouts on this road. There is a 
signed right hand turn towards the reserve when you are 
approximately 2 miles from the reserve. The carpark is on the 
left just before the power station entrance. (ST 333 834) 
 
Sunday October 15th Cowbridge walk. 
Start time 1.30pm  
 
Roger Milton will be guiding a leisurely 4-5 mile walk to the 
east of Cowbridge towards St Hilary and Aberthin. Part of the 
route is boggy so stout/waterproof footwear is advised. Meet at 
the main carpark next to the Town Hall in Cowbridge which is 
in the centre of the town on the right hand side of the road if 
approaching along the A4222 from the east (SS 996 747)  
            
Saturday October 28th  Fungus Foray. 
Start time 10.30 am. 
 
As usual we will be joining Teifion, Mervyn and other 
members of the Glamorgan Fungus Group to investigate a new 
site for the group but a return visit in the autumn for us to 
Cwm Colhuw reserve. The wildlife trust reserve consists of 
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morning we tallied somewhere in the region of 25-30 species, a 
wonderful introduction to the wild flowers of the region.  
We parted company at 1pm, alongside a field full of Iriss, mainly I. 
lutescens and I. pseudopumilla but with multicoloured hybrids and 

forms amongst them. We entered the field and spent a couple of hours 
photographing them and the several species of Ophrys amongst them, all 
the while being observed by two curious donkeys happily munching their 
way through these splendid flowers.          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Iris lutescens/pseudopumilla 
Another day saw us driving along the winding coast road to Vieste, a 
small resort at the easternmost tip of the Gargano. Stopping to admire 
the stunning coastline revealed several spikes of a Tongue Orchid 
(Serapias sp), Giant Orchid, (Barlia robertiana), sadly almost gone 

O. tenthredinifera        O. italica         O. bertoloniiformis 
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However, before we could crawl under the barbed wire a voice called 
out ‘Orchidee?’ This came from Giovanni Quitadamo, whom we 
immediately recognised from his picture in the book ‘Orchids of the 
Gargano’ which he had co-authored. Via the internet we had made 
contact with Giovanni and purchased the book before we left home, 
arranging to meet on arrival. After introductions he immediately ushered 
us into his car with his bemused wife, and took us down this beautifully 
scenic road overlooking the Bay of Manfredonia, in the early evening 
sunshine, to show us some local specialities, Ophrys lutea, O. garganica, 
O.bertollonii and O.bertolloniformis. We then arranged to meet the 
following morning.   
 

Our first stop after negotiating 18 hairpins to meet him, required 
parking on the edge of a very busy dual carriageway!  We then entered a 
‘spiny forest’ of 8 foot high Prickly Pear Cactus (Opuntia), following 
Giovanni looking for Ophrys sipontensis. This we found together with 3 
species of Serapias, (S. bergonii, parviflora and the endemic S. apulica) 
but did not escape without collecting a spine each in the knee!  

    
   Serapia   Opuntia 
 

   Next stop required scrambling up a steep hillside, to find the bee 
orchids O. sicula, O. sphegodes, O. tenthredinifera, plus the Orchis 
species italica, quadripunctata, and the familiar O. morio and then there 
were the hybrids and a wide variety of other colourful wild flowers in 
blue, white, yellow, and pink.  
                

We continued around the local area on deserted roads with 
Giovanni showing us masses of Orchids including several endemics and 
hybrids, the air being filled with the aroma of wild thyme. I think that 
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woodland, under-grazed grassland and scrub so hopefully the 
variety of habitats should give a good number of different 
fungi species. Time spent at the site will depend upon what 
fungi are about and you may wish to bring a packed lunch in 
case a large number are found! Meet at Llanwit Major beach 
carpark at Colhuw point (SS 957 675). There may be a charge 
for parking. 
 
Wednesday November 29th Kidwelly Key. 
Start time TBA Packed lunch. 
 
We will be going to this winter bird watching site by train 
from Cardiff Central. The site is a few minutes walk from the 
station and should give us excellent views of wintering waders 
especially golden plover. Also hen harrier is possible at this 
site. Details of train times we will be taking will be given at 
the indoor meetings nearer to the trip or please contact either 
myself or Jeff Curtis (029 2051 3770) 
 
Sunday January 28th  Cardiff  Birdwatch. 
Start time 9.00 am Packed lunch. 
 
Again we will begin the day with a stroll around Roath Park 
and go on to other sites in the Cardiff area. Meet at Wild 
Gardens Road on the north end of Roath Park. 
 
For all field trips it is expected that members will have read 
and agree to comply with the Field Meetings Safety Code. It is 
useful to know who is coming on the trip especially if you are 
willing to give a lift to those without transport. Please contact 
me if you need a lift and hopefully I can arrange one. 
Contributions towards drivers' petrol is appreciated. 
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Patricia Wood  20,Dryden Road, Penarth, CF64 2RT. 
 
Telephone numbers   029 20701754 (home) 
        029 20494018 (work) 
        029 20450008(fax) 

    Email cardiff.svs@pdsa.org.uk   
 

 

 

 

RSPB                                                 

are looking for Volunteers 

to help fundraise with collection boxes in your area.  If 
you have half an hour to spare each month and enjoy 
meeting people, please contact: 

 April Simmons-Liddell on 029 2035 3009 

 or email: april.simmons-liddell@rspb.org .uk 
 
 
 

COPY FOR THE DECEMBER NEWSLETTER 
BY 17th NOVEMBER PLEASE .     Ed 
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 Wild flowers of the Gargano 

Peninsula  
 
 

Spurning the offerings of the specialist tour companies, Linda and I 
surfed the internet and organised our own visit to this very special part of 
Italy, the Gargano being recognised as having the highest concentration 
of native Orchids in Europe. We did however use brochure itineraries and 
tour operators’ trip reports to suggest locations of particular interest and 
the prime time to visit.  
 

 So we flew out on April 19th to Pescara on the Adriatic coast, and 
then drove south, down to the peninsula the next morning We were 

heading for the small town of Monte 
St Angelo, an ancient site of 
pilgrimage, perched high above the 
coast. However, once on the peninsula 
we stopped several times en route to 
look at promising sites. In fact we 
didn’t need to look, there were 
Orchids everywhere, especially Bee 
Orchids (Ophrys sp.), all new to us.  
Our final stop before arriving at 

‘Monte’ was alongside a cultivated 
field with masses of yellow Tulips 

(Tulipa sylvestris) poking up amongst the crop, and a large Morel fungus 
on the road verge. 

We booked into our hotel and then headed down the nearby ‘Pulsano’ 
Road.  Pulling in at the roadside, we intended to explore the grassy 
terraces, which were a mass of colour from the flowers. Purple, Green 
Winged Orchid, (Orchis morio), the Pink Butterfly Orchid, 
(O.papilionacae), Yellow Allysum and the deep blue Dyer’s Alkanet 
(Alkanna  lehmannii,) amongst others.  
 

Monte St Angelo 
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Beth Baker 

Autumnal hawkweed 
(or another leontidine) 

Hawthorn Red bartsia 

Bindweed Creeping  buttercup Reeds 
Bittersweet  Harts tongue fern Rest-harrow 
Black nightshade Hawkweed oxtongue Robin’s pincushion (on 

rose) 
Bramble Hedge bedstraw Round leaved winter-

green (non flowering) 
Bristly ox tongue Hemlock water dropwort Salad burnet 
Buckthorn Hemp agrimony Scarlet pimpernel 
Bullace (purple wild 
plum) 

Knapweed rayed Selfheal 

Burdock Lady’s bedstraw Sloe 
Common centaury Lesser centuary (unusual 

on limestone usually in 
salt marshes) 

Sorrel 

Common knapweed 
(rayed and without 
rays) 

Lesser yellow trefoil Sow thistles 

Cut leaved geranium Meadowsweet Spurge laurel 
Devil’s bit scabious Pale flax (rare plant but 

grows well here) 
Stemless thistle (local in 
South Wales) 

Cotoneaster delsianus Parsley water dropwort 
(unusual plant in any 
habitat but normally in a 
saltmarsh) 

Tufted vetch 

Dogwood Pepper saxifrage Watermint 
Dwarf pygmy weed 
(unwelcome) 

Persicaria Weld 

Eyebright Pignut Wild carrot 
Fairy flax Plantain Yellow wort  
Fleabane Oak  

Great willowherb Woolly thistle  
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INDOOR MEETINGS – AUTUMN 2006 
 
 
the indoor meetings programme for 2006/07 will begin with the Annual 
General Meeting on Thursday, 28nd September, at 7o’clock at the UWIC 
Llandaff Campus on Western Avenue. The room for this, and for the 
subsequent meetings of the indoor season, will be the Speech Therapy 
Lecture Room, ST.04 subject to confirmation by UWIC in September. (A 
site plan is enclosed) After the formal business of the meeting, Roger will 
give a talk on ‘Aspects of Madeira’ with some light refreshments to 
follow.  
 
The regular series of meetings will be as shown in the printed programme 
for 2006/07, all starting at 7.30 p.m. First, on Thursday, 19th October, 
Tony Titchen, an old friend of ours, will talk on being ‘A Botanist in the 
Cape Province of South Africa’. 
 
Next on Wednesday, 1st November, we have a visit from Nigel Williams, 
of the Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust, who will tell us about the 
development and work of its Centre at Llanelli. 
 
 
We will have a welcome return visit from a former speaker, on Tuesday, 
14thNovember, when Dave Cooksey, who runs the Welsh Owl and 
Wildlife Sanctuary ‘WOWLS’, will give us the latest news of the 
sanctuary, possibly accompanied by a few living examples of its work! 
 
On Thursday, 23rd November, Linda Nottage, who needs no introduction 
here, as one of our most popular and regular contributors, offers a talk on 
‘Exploring the Ely Valley from Pontyclun to Penarth’. She is sure to 
open our eyes to some of the delights of the area that may not be familiar 
to every one of us. 
 
The annual Christmas Special this year, on Thursday, 7th December, is 
again a return visit by a very popular speaker. Jeffery Boswall gave us a 
memorable talk last year, and his subject this time is ’The language of 
birds’, illustrated with sound recordings from Britain, Europe and 
beyond, gathered in the course of his wanderings collecting radio and 
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televison material for the BBC as their Natural History Unit’s longest-
serving producer. The evening will also include, after the talk, some 
‘festive cheer’ to round off the occasion. 
 
Our programme will resume in January 2007 after the Christmas break. 
Details will be in the December newsletter. 
 
 
Margaret Leishman 
Indoor Meetings Secretary 
 
 

 
FIELD TRIP REPORT: SUNDAY 4TH JUNE 2006. 

 
Daneway Banks, Sapperton Valley and Siccaridge Woods lie adjacent to 
the Daneway Inn which was the rendezvous point for this field trip. 
Around fifteen members gathered on what was the first genuine 
summer’s day of 2006 and a great spotted woodpecker passed overhead 
as we waited.  Some time after our proposed starting time the local guide 
had not appeared and a decision was made to proceed unaccompanied. 
After a briefing by Patricia who, fortunately, had information sheets on 
the three sites from the Gloucestershire Trust for Nature Conservation we 
set off for Daneway Banks. Designated a SSSI in 1954, it occupies a 

south to south-east facing slope marking a 
transition from Oolitic limestone grassland at 
the top to less calcareous vegetation on Fullers 
Earth clays on the lower slopes. Access to the 
slopes was over an awkward high stile bounded 
by stinging nettles which unfortunately defeated 
one of our party who returned to the car park to 
await the afternoon trips. While there, it was 
discovered the guide had been waiting for us on 
the previous day, such a pity as he might have 
been aware of an easier access onto the site. Of 
course, his detailed knowledge would have been 
welcomed but the combined efforts of our 
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plants   

Agrimony Purple Loosestrife Purple moorgrass  
(because there is clay) 

Amphibious bistort Fringed waterlily Quaking grass 

Angelica with purple 
stems 

Greater spearwort Ragweed 

Ash Gooundsel Ragwort 

  Continued:- 

Butterflies Moths Birds 
Brown argus Five spot burnet Black headed gull 
Clouded yellow Silver Y Coot 
Comma  Shaded broad bar  Cormorant 
Common blue Straw dot Swans /Cygnet 
Gatekeeper Pyrausta sp. Feral pigeon 
Green veined 
white 

 Great crested grebe 

Large white Dragonflies/damselflies Green woodpecker (heard) 
Meadow brown Blacktailed skimmer Herring gull 
Painted lady Common darter Mallards 
Red admiral Emperor Moorhen 
Small white Migrant hawker Pheasant (feathers) 
Speckled wood  Tufted duck 
 Other insects  

 Speckled bush cricket Other wildlife 
 Oak bush cricket Rabbit 
 Meadow grasshopper Toad 
 Seven spot ladybird Greater pond snail 
 Dark bush cricket  

 Yellow meadow ant hill  
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explained their management plan to promote the return of the limestone 
grassland (from impenetrable shrub) at about 2 metres a year. They will 
leave perching spots for migrant birds and some buckthorn for brimstone 
butterflies. They have recently had a pond dug out and the intention is to 
allow this to become stocked naturally.  A fence divides the pond to give 
extra protection to the area behind it. It may be possible to arrange 
grazing of the grassland at some stage and then the pondlife would need 
protection from disturbance by land animals. 
 

Tony explained the World War 2 use of the gun emplacements, 
stores and searchlight. We returned past the two bomb craters on the site. 
One of these has twayblade orchids in the spring. 
 

Twenty five species of butterfly had been noted in the reserve over 
25 years. The weather was cloudy and windy when we were there but we 
still saw several. Jeff recommended a visit early on a sunny evening to 
see purple hairstreaks. Tony pointed out various distinguishing features 
of butterflies. Linda Nottage captured and identified the moths and 
crickets. 

A breeding bird survey is in its fifth year; this includes a record of a 
pair of whitethroats. Migrant birds pass over the site in September and 
October. Jeff is making an updated register of the plants on the reserve 
and has noted 180 species. 
 
Between us, we saw at least: 

• 26 types of butterflies; moths, dragonflies, damselflies, crickets 
and  insects,  
• 71 wildflowers and trees, 
• evidence of 13  birds, as well as garden birds 
• 3 toads, a rabbit and a pond snail! 

 
There are lists of these continued on next page 
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group uncovered most of the specialities of the area but not the cut-
leaved germander which is fully protected under the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act and encouraged by the creation of open-scree habitat 
following the removal of woodland and subsequent fencing to protect 
against rabbits. Managed grazing has now produced a mosaic of short 
and long grass area and amongst the dying bluebell foliage we found 
green-winged, greater butterfly, southern marsh and common spotted 
orchids. Other finds were wild liquorice leaves and many plants typical 
of this habitat. Several minutes were spent searching for an elusive 
redstart singing close by, not seen, but a lesser whitethroat soon appeared 
to be observed by most of the party.  Returning to the lower slopes we 
passed a large number of Boletus sp. (luridus?) in various states of decay 

and significant numbers of 
butterflies enjoying the sunshine 
including a single green 
hairstreak..  
 
Lunch was taken by the River 
Frome and remains of the 
Severn and Thames Canal, it 
was now hot enough for most to 
seek shade under the trees. 
The afternoon commenced by 

following the course of the old canal along Sapperton Valley thankfully 
shaded by pedunculate oak, ash, 
crack willow and field maple. 
The river flows close to the canal 
and a series of small water 
meadows have formed in the 
areas between the two where 
yellow flag and marsh marigold 
added splashes of vivid yellow. 
A second bird song was 
identified as a grey wagtail and 
this was eventually located 
sitting on a prominent branch. 
This was followed by watching the antics of a marsh tit family in a 
nearby tree. The end of the reserve was marked by an unusual bridge one 
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half apparently 
constructed from 
limestone blocks 
and the other from 
brickwork! 
 
Crossing the bridge 
took us into the 
third reserve of the 
day, Siccaridge 
W o o d s  w h i c h 
bestrides a ridge of 
Oolitic limestone 
continuing from the 
Daneway Banks. A 

fairly steep walk up to the summit was confused by more paths being 
present than marked on the many maps we possessed but our pace was 
hastened by rumblings of thunder approaching along the valley. The lily-
of-the-valley must have been a spectacular sight a few weeks earlier but 
was now reduced to a few wilting flowers, however, we did encounter 
the angular Solomon’s-seal along the crest of the ridge having ‘missed’ it 
on Daneway Banks. Noted for its population of common dormice we did 
notice some (presumed) nest boxes and were left wondering whether we 
might have had a sighting if the local guide had been present. An eagle-
eyed member spotted a buff-tip moth shortly before leaving the woods. 
More orchids, helleborine and twayblade were seen along the lane back 
to the Inn where the final highlight was watching a hornet ‘inspecting’ a 
hole at the top of a telephone pole before moving on to the chimneys of 
the Inn. 
In conclusion this was a memorable day to mark the arrival of summer as 
you can judge by the species list of our self-guided tour of these three 
adjacent reserves. We are grateful to Rob and Linda Nottage for their 
assistance in compiling this list.  
 
FLORA 
Brassicaceae: Dame’s Violet. Caryophyllaceae: Ragged Robin. 
Cistaceae: Common Rock Rose.  Euphorbiaceae: Wood Spurge. 
Fabaceae: Horseshoe Vetch, Birdsfoot Trefoil, Kidney Vetch, Wild 
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COSMESTON LAKES AND COUNTRY PARK 
 LAVERNOCK NATURE RESERVE 

AUGUST 12th  
 

A large group met for this field trip.  Some of us only took part in 
the morning trip round Cosmeston Lakes and Country Park. 
 

Jeff Curtis introduced Tony Messenger, Dr Mary Gillham, Dr 
George Hutchinson and Mike Lister.  
 

We walked across the boardwalk between the café and the first lake 
then up the lane. A Little Grebe dived and swam, clearly visible under 
the water in front of us, as we stood on the bridge between the lakes. We 
went round the first lake as far as the East paddock which was covered in 
stunted but surviving wild flowers. A flyby clouded yellow caught 
everyone’s attention. We went on to the West paddock. Part of this is 
fenced off to protect wintering birds such as snipe from visiting dogs.  
There is one ragweed plant there – this fernlike plant has not been noted 
in the park before. The dragonfly pond is also fenced but we could see a 
fast flying emperor and blacktailed skimmers from there. There was a 
rare non-flowering round leaved wintergreen there.  On the way back 
past the mediaeval village we passed a bullace tree with its purple wild 
plums well out of reach. The fringed water lily by the broadwalk notice 
boards is another unusual plant. At the end of the morning some of us 
were shown a reed warbler’s nest.  
 

The Vale of Glamorgan website describes the park as “over 100 
hectares of woodland, calcareous grassland and wetlands” of which 
nearly half is designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest. Information 
is also available at the reception of the park. 
 

After lunch we went to Lavernock Nature Reserve off Fort Rd. 
This is also designated an SSSI. It is the responsibility of the Wildlife 
trust of South and West Wales and is managed by committed and 
energetic volunteers. 
 

Jeff pointed out the various stages of grassland and scrub and 
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PROVIDING FOOD FOR GARDEN WILDLIFE 
 

 Each year we expect to share our modest crop of blackcurrants and 
raspberries with the garden birds which help 
themselves unbidden. This summer we’ve 
watched them sample other fruits too. A Blackbird 
picked off the orange berries of a Daphne bush as 
they ripened, while a speckled young Robin 
tackled Wild Arum berries. It almost choked, 
trying several times to swallow fruits which 
looked far too large for the size of its gape. A cock 
Greenfinch exploited another unexpected food 
source when it made a meal of Bloody Cranesbill 
seeds. 

 We’re delighted the local Song Thrushes have reared two broods 
and very happy for them to eat all the Garden Snails they can find – we 
just wish they wouldn’t use the paving by our front and patio doors to 
bash the snails open, in the process smearing slime and entrails all over 
the path! 
 Invertebrates too have dined on our plants. Solomon’s Seal and a 
Gooseberry bush were both 
stripped of foliage by their 
specific Sawfly larvae (an 
annual occurrence). More 
welcome have been the usual 
butterflies drawn to various 
nectar-rich flowers including 
Buddleia, Catmint, Marjoram, 

Lavender, Hemp Agrimony and Fleabane. 
Most of the 18 species have appeared only 
in ones and twos although Speckled Wood 
and Ringlet have visited more often than 
before. Most exciting were the fleeting 
refuelling stops by migrant Hummingbird 
Hawkmoths, Painted Ladies and our first-
ever garden Clouded Yellow. 
 

         Linda Nottage 
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Liquorice Leaves. Gentianaceae: Yellow Wort. 
Geraniaceae: Herb Robert, Shining Cranesbill, Meadow Cranesbill, 
Pyranean (Hedgerow) Cranesbill. Iridaceae: Yellow Flag. 
Lamiaceae: Marjoram, Wild Thyme, White Dead-nettle  
Liliaceae: Lily of the Valley, Angular Solomon’s Seal leaves. 
Linaceae: Purging Flax. Orchidaceae: Twayblade, Broad-
leaved Helleborine, Greater Butterfly Orchid, Green-winged Orchid, 
Common Spotted Orchid, Southern Marsh Orchid. 
Poaceae: Wood Mellick. Polygalaceae: Common Milkwort. 
Ranunculaceae: Columbine, Marsh Marigold. Rosaceae: Salad Burnet. 
Rubiaceae: Woodruff. Scrophulariaeae: Yellow Rattle. 
Umbelliferae: Sanicle. 
 
FUNGI Boletus sp. 
 
BIRDS Pheasant, Buzzard, Kestrel, Great Spotted Woodpecker, Grey 
Wagtail, Robin, Redstart (heard), Blackbird, Lesser Whitethroat, 
Chiffchaff, Great Tit, Marsh Tit, Magpie, Jay, Crow. 
 
INVERTEBRATES 
Butterflies and Moths: Brimstone, Brown Argus, Buff-tipp Moth, 
Burnet Companion Moth, Common Carpet Moth, Common Blue, Dingy 
Skipper, Green Hairstreak, Green-veined White, Peacock, Spruce Carpet 
Moth, Orange Tip, Small Blue, Small Heath,  
Others: Cardinal Beetle (Pyrochroa serraticornis), Dark Bush Cricket 
Nymphs, Hornet, Sailor Beetle, Shield Bug, Wood Ants. 

 
Terry and Joyce Hoy. 

 
 
. If you have any pictures that you would like shown on the 

screen before our evening meetings please let Graham know 
on 02920 232622    They can be in the form of slides, draw-
ings, paintings or digital images.    Some are urgently re-
quired for the first meeting in September. 
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BEE ORCHIDS IN A CARDIFF SUBURB 
 
 Ophrys apifera our native Bee Orchid, is described in the 
‘Flora of Glamorgan’ as ‘infrequent and usually in small 
numbers’. However, on 11.6.06 we recorded a large colony on 
the edge of a residential area of eastern Cardiff split between 
two sites 500 metres apart. The first site numbered 31 
flowering spikes the second an additional twenty. A subsequent 
visit on the 17.6.06 to the first site gave a total of 36 spikes.  
These numbers contrasted with a count of 2 flowering spikes 
at the Kenfig reserve on the 10.6.06! 

We have known about the first site for two years. It is a small 
area outside an industrial unit bordering a fairly busy road 
covering an area approximately 8 metres x 50 metres. The site 
is cut routinely in the summer and is frequently flooded in the 
winter. This year the number of flowering spikes made it 
worthy of note plus the presence of several plants with atypical 
flowers, (a similar anomaly was also noted on some plants at 
the second site)                       

  Normal Form          Elongated Form 1                     
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Elongated Form 2        Flattened Form 

                     

 

 

 

 

The atypical flowers sported a flattened lip and two lateral side 
‘horns’, with distortion of the typical lip markings. 
Interestingly on the same plants other flowers appeared to have 
an elongated lip and modified lip patterns although not the 
flattened distorted appearance noted above. Timing did not 
allow a further visit to observe if the elongated lip eventually 
became flattened. 

It is interesting to speculate on the reason for these anomalies, 
although we have no suggestions other than a developmental 
fault or the result of a virus. We will look again next year for 
similar flowers. 

A further note of interest regarding Bee Orchids was the 
sighting of a single spike on the so called ‘Magic Roundabout’ 
in Cardiff. I wonder how many motorists noted it as they 
navigated the roundabout. 

Phill Blanning and Linda Morris 

Ref: Flora of Glamorgan, AE Wade, QON Kay, RG Ellis, and 
the National Museum of Wales. 1994. 


